
Children born in this indoctrinated world where society’s functionality is based on 
money, labor and competition for sick profit-based institutions in pursuit of their 
own self-interest; have no futures because the children are made stupefied in the 
instituted fool schools. Or children are faced with unlawful profit-driven de facto 
court systems; they are manipulated by the corporate controlled TV amusement 
parks, and are made paralyzed from the institution’s priority to solely preserve its 
profit base (money); regardless of its social benefit or importance to the public.   

Adults must make the following changes and take the following actions for a 
Social Transformation to take place for our children’s future. 

 Re-claim your nationality and inheritance by birthright. 
 Make a Revolutionary Change within Our Own Consciousness regardless of 
personal beliefs which are irrelevant when our children are in need of the 
basic elements of clean air, water, healthy food and learning for survival. 

 Change the indoctrinated divisions and materialistic cravings that we have 
been conditioned to aspire to, and to think as normal when they are in reality; 
learned and unnatural behaviors. 

 Alter our mindsets and behavior to force the power structure to be the good 
will of the people instead of the authoritarian.  

 Stop feeding the monster by way of support of the failed money system; 
simply refuse to participate in the corruption. 

 Expose the Banking Fraud. Court Fraud. Boycott the banks by closing out bank 
accounts of major controlling banks (i.e., Citigroup, Bank of America, JPMorgan 
Chase, Sallie Mae, etc. Take action to re-possess our stolen inheritance.  

 Boycott and Turn off the TV News. Use and protect the internet. 
 Boycott the Military! They only protect corporate assets and stockholders as 
they destroy lands of natural people and their economies. Never let family 
members join the military! 

 Boycott The Energy Companies by converting to solar or other sustainable 
energy sources. Get off the grid. 

 Reject the political system. It is obsolete. It’s not a necessity for the people 
because it is manipulated and controlled by corporate greed. 

~ PEACE AND LOVE ~ 


